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Fig 1. Sample from motor cortex
in FTLD-tau with four-repeat
tauopathy and clinical PSP. Note
the dark band in the middle
layers of cortex, broadening as it
progresses down the right side of
the gyrus (green arrows) in the
T2*w image (left). This pattern
correlates with a similar band of
iron (middle), but not with a
particular change in tissue
structure or myelination on LFB
(right).

Introduction
T2*-weighted (T2*w) ex vivo imaging of human brain samples at 7 T has high sensitivity to iron, as
validated by combined MRI/pathology studies1. In Alzheimer’s disease (AD) iron localizes in amyloidbeta plaques and microglia2–4, while in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) iron-positive glia are
detected in the motor cortex5–7. Here we evaluate MRI-guided histopathology to detect and
characterize focal iron deposits in frontotemporal lobar degeneration (FTLD), a family of
proteinopathies that has not been well-explored using these imaging methods.
FTLD, a common cause of young-onset dementia, includes two main pathologic categories: tau
(FTLD-tau) and TDP-43 (FTLD-TDP) proteinopathies. Histopathological studies !nd divergent patterns
of microscopic degeneration between FTLD-tau and FTLD-TDP. However, to the best of our
knowledge, ex vivo MRI has not been previously used to compare a mixed population of FTLD
brains, nor have MRI-guided FTLD samples previously been correlated with histopathologic staining.

Methods
Patients selected for study were diagnosed at the Penn Frontotemporal Degeneration Center
(FTDC). We examined 3 FTLD-tau (2 four-repeat tauopathies and 1 three-repeat tauopathy) brains, 2
FTLD-TDP brains (1 TDP-A and 1 TDP-C), and 1 age-matched healthy control brain. At the time of
autopsy, one hemisphere was selected for standard neuropathological sampling for diagnostics and
frozen storage8 while the other hemisphere was immersed in 10% neutral bu"ered formalin for at
least 28 days prior to imaging.
Samples were bagged in Fomblin (California Vacuum Technology, Freemont, CA), placed in a
custom-modi!ed quadrature birdcage (Varian, Palo Alto, CA, USA) transmit/receive coil attached to a
two-channel transmit-receive adapter (Stark Contrast, Erlangen, Germany), and scanned in a wholebody 7 T scanner (MAGNETOM Terra, Siemens Healthineers, Erlangen, Germany).
T2*w gradient echo (GRE) images were acquired with non-selective RF pulses, 3D encoding, and an
8-echo readout with matched polarity, followed by an additional navigator for dynamic correction of
frequency drifts. Each line of k-space was acquired with multiple averages sequentially before
advancing to the next phase-encode step. Sequence parameters were: 280 um isotropic resolution,
FA 25°, TR 60 ms, min TE 3.48 ms, echo spacing 6.62 ms, bandwidth 400 Hz/px. FOV was adapted to
each sample, occasionally requiring slight changes to TEs and TR. Total scan time was 8-10 hours for
each sample.
Consistent with previous work, TEs of roughly 20 ms provided strong intracortical and GM/WM
contrast while maintaining excellent SNR and minimizing susceptibility induced drop-outs. We
performed all subsequent analyses on these single-echo images.
Images were reviewed by one reader (MDT) to localize abnormal hypointensities within the cortex,
comparing to both the control brain and neighboring cortex within the disease samples. These
prospective abnormalities where then discussed with the group, and agreed locations were
sampled for subsequent histopathology.
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Fig 2. Sample from motor cortex
in FTLD-tau with four-repeat GGT
tauopathy and clinical naPPA.
Note the dark band in the middle
layers of cortex, progressing
along the entirety of the gyrus
(green arrows) in the T2*w image
(left). This pattern correlates with
a similar band of iron (middle).
We note that this band overlaps,
but is not well-correlated with,
myelinated radial !bers on LFB,
which show minimal
degeneration despite the high
degree of gliosis (right).

Fig 3. Sample from inferior lateral
prefrontal cortex in FTLD-tau
with three-repeat Pick’s disease
tauopathy and clinical bvFTD.
Note the dark features at the
base of sulci (green arrows) in
the T2*w image (left). This
pattern correlates with focal iron
inclusions, despite the iron
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All histopathology samples were processed and embedded in para#n. Adjacent 6 um sections were
stained for myelin using luxol-fast blue (LFB) with hematoxylin and eosin counterstain, Meguro
method for Perl’s Fe stain with DAB ampli!cation9,10, ferritin light chain (Abcam; Catalogue No
ab69090), microglia (IBA-1; Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc, Dallas, TX; Catalogue No sc-32725) and
activated astrocytes (GFAP; Dako; Santa Clara, CA; Catalogue No Z0334).

Results
Focal, iron-positive regions were found within the cortex of all FTLD brains, with no similar regions
found in the control brain.
On MRI, both the four-repeat tauopathies (progressive supranuclear palsy (PSP) and globular glial
tauopathy (GGT)) showed signi!cant hypointense banding in mid- to lower-layers of primary motor
cortex, and di"use hypointensity in adjactent WM, corresponding to substantial iron-positive
hypertrophic microglia on histopathology (Figs 1 and 2). The three-repeat tauopathy sample (Pick’s
disease (PD)) showed widespread neuronal loss and WM degeneration within the frontal cortex on
histopathology, and a marked absence of cortical laminar contrast on MRI. However, there was a
notable focal hypointense mid-layer cortical band in inferior lateral prefrontal cortex (ILPFC), which
was correlated with iron-positive microglia (Fig 3).
Our 2 FTLD-TDP samples (TDP-A with behavioral variant frontotemporal dementia (bvFTD) and TDPC with semantic variant primary progressive aphasia (svPPA)) both showed hypointense bands in
the upper cortical layers of lateral orbital frontal cortex and ventral lateral temporal cortex
respectively (Figs 4 and 5). These correlated with iron-positive dystrophic-appearing microglia
processes and iron-positive astrocytes.

Discussion
While focal iron deposits have been described in ALS, our results show for the !rst time that these
features are likely common across both FTLD-tau and FTLD-TDP. However, due to their focal nature
and heterogeneous spatial distribution, traditional diagnostic histopathological sampling may miss
them.
Our results recapitulate previous !ndings that T2*w ex vivo MRI of human brain samples is highly
sensitive to iron, appearing as hypointensities. The lack of cortical laminar contrast in our PD sample
correlated most prominently with the loss of iron associated with healthy intra-cortical myelin.
Therefore, in our sample iron distribution was the most signi!cant driver of apparent T2*w contrast.

Conclusion
T2*w imaging can detect novel iron-positive pathology with disparate laminar distributions between
forms of FTLD-tau and FTLD-TDP. MRI-guided sampling provides a critical method to study
mechanisms of disease in frontotemporal regions often neglected in standard histopathological
approaches. Conversely, ex vivo imaging can also inform a translational pathway to in vivo protocols
sensitized to laminar iron-rich pathology, improving antemortem diagnosis of underlying
neuropathology.
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content of the cortex having
been largely depleted (middle).
We note that a pronounced
“skeleton” of the bands of
Baillarger appear visible on LFB
(red arrows), but are devoid of
both iron and myelin and
therefore have little e"ect on the
T2*w MRI signal (right).

Fig 4. Sample from lateral orbital
frontal cortex in FTLD-TDPA with
clinical bvFTD. Note the dark
band in the upper layers of
cortex (green arrows) in the T2*w
image (left) correlates with an
upper-layer band of iron
(middle), but not with a particular
change in tissue structure or
myelination on LFB (right).

Fig 5. Sample from ventral lateral
temporal cortex in FTLD-TDPC
with clinical svPPA. Note the dark
band in the upper layers of
cortex (green arrows) in the T2*w
image (left) correlates with an
upper-layer band of iron
(middle), but not with a particular
change in tissue structure or
myelination on LFB (right).
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